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Treatments with direct cold flame of atmospheric plasma torch for local
disinfection 
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Although the usage of an electrical discharge to disinfect water was suggested and

applied more than a hundred years ago, basic and applied research on the interaction

of plasma with biological media was extensively carried out only relatively recently. In

this study, we have focused on the application of atmospheric pressure plasmas.

Atmospheric pressure plasma technology for the surface processing has been

increased. Compared to other plasma processing techniques, the dielectric barrier

discharge (DBD) has some advantages such as, works well at atmospheric pressure,

without vacuum restrictions, has simple and flexible configurations with respect to the

geometrical shape of electrodes and the gap, and can treat surfaces of various sizes

and shapes and online surface treatments are possible. DBD techniques have high

efficiency and speed processing, very low electric power input, and excellent

operational cost for the various application areas for example surface treatment of

several kinds of material. In this work, an atmospheric plasma torch in several gases at

atmospheric plasma was used to disinfect several medical apparatus and skin for

removing infected surface. The electrical and physical properties of atmospheric

plasma torch were analyzed to seek the best process conditions for the sterilization.

After treating with atmospheric plasma torch, the surface of each specimen was

characterized by several surface analysis methods. For this purpose, germ reduction

experiments were carried out with different gas mixtures and plasma conditions. Finally,

we could confirm that atmospheric plasma is very promising method for the sterilization

of medical instruments and a local infected part of body.
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